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Abstract—Object storage has been increasingly adopted in
high-performance computing for scientific, big data applications.
With object storage, applications usually use object IDs, queries,
or collections to identify the data instead of using files. Since the
object store changes the way data is accessed in applications, it
introduces new challenges for I/O prediction, which used to work
based on interfile or intrafile pattern detection. The key challenge
is that the inputs of object-based applications are no longer ex-
pressed as static file names: they become much more dynamic and
unstable, hidden inside application logic. Traditional prediction
strategies do not work well in such conditions. In this paper, we
introduce the use of provenance information, which was collected
for data management in high-performance computing systems,
in order to build an accurate coarse-grained (object-level) input
prediction. The prediction results can be preloaded into a burst
buffer to accelerate future reads. To our best knowledge, this
study is the first to use provenance information in object stores
to predict application inputs. Evaluation results confirm the
effectiveness and accuracy of our provenance-based prediction
and show that the proposed prediction system is feasible for
real-work deployment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object storage has been considered a promising solution for

next-generation, data-intensive high-performance computing

platforms for scientific big data applications in both academia

and industry [1], [2], [3]. It has been successfully adopted in

diverse parallel file systems, such as Luster [4], [5], PVFS [6],

Ceph [7], and Panasas [8]. Object storage provides applications

basic storage unit as object, which is a logic collection of

bytes on a storage device, with well-known methods for

accessing and describing characteristics of the data. This object

abstraction can provide the advantages of both files and blocks

with better flexibility and abstraction. With the development

of object storage, the way applications interact with datasets

begins to change. Traditionally, to access data, applications

explicitly specify the input and output files inside applications

or use external parameters, and the object storage systems map

these files into objects. But, more and more object storage

systems are providing pure object-based APIs, which can

access data based on object IDs, queries, or collections [9].

The strategy is more like interacting with database systems:

applications access data based on application semantics each

time. For example, in climate simulation applications, the

entire dataset can be arranged as a large number of data

objects, each representing the temperature, humidity, and wind

velocity data on a physical spot at a given time. Under

this storage model, the object collections that applications

access each time may change; for instance, applications always

want to read the latest temperature data on each location, or

applications need to read all the changed data since the last

collection.

Current storage prediction schemes can be classified into

two categories: I/O sequence analysis and I/O semantic analy-

sis. The I/O sequence analysis combines the temporal analysis

and the spatial analysis of past file or block access history

together for prediction. For example, Griffioen et al. introduced

a way to form the sequential I/O operations within a fixed

time window into a probability graph, in order to detect the

correlations between file accesses [10]. C-Miner [11] and C-

Miner* [12] use data-mining techniques, namely, frequent

sequence mining, to discover block correlations inside files

from the block access history. Markov models built on files and

processes, such as MC (Markov chain) [13] and HMM (hidden

Markov model) [14], have also been studied and proven

efficient in many cases. On the other hand, by extracting

the semantic attributes from file systems, similarity-mining

approaches provide access prediction of datasets. Ellard et

al. presented evidence that file attributes such as names, per-

mission modes, and owners are highly relevant for producing

properties such as access pattern, size etc [15], [16].

Both approaches heavily rely on the file structure, which

may no longer exist under object storage systems. This funda-

mental change motivates us to design an effective prediction

solution for object storage. Predicting the future input objects

of an application without knowing its logic requires a detailed

understanding of the application in different ways. The prove-

nance information provides a feasible solution.

Provenance, also known as lineage, is metadata that de-

scribes the history of an object [17], [18]. In other words, the

provenance describes how the object is derived and accessed. It

contains detailed information about applications and datasets,

which can be used to record the detailed application status.

For example, the provenance of executable files can show

how they were generated and started (it can record the source

code files that are compiled into this program, the compiler

options, and hardware/software environment variables, etc).



Although numerous research studies have addressed the design

and implementation of provenance systems [17], [19], [20],

[21], [22], to the best of our knowledge, there are still no

object store I/O prediction systems based on provenance.

In this paper, we propose a provenance-based coarse-grained

(object-level) input prediction solution for object storage in

high-performance computing. The main contributions of this

paper include the following:

• Analyse the possibility of input prediction within object

storage and present a provenance-based solution for dif-

ferent scenarios.

• Design and implement a semi-supervised classification

algorithm and an object collection forming algorithm to

predict objects based on provenance.

• Evaluate different aspects of the proposed solution based

on real-world application traces to show its effectiveness.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

we have a systematical analysis of the possibility of prediction

in object storage systems and discuss different solutions for

different cases. In Section III, we define the provenance and

introduce possible strategies to collect this provenance in

an HPC environment. In Section IV, we show the detailed

algorithms involved in our system. In Section V, we report the

experimental results based on our emulations. At last, we have

the conclusion and discuss future work.

II. PREDICTION ANALYSIS IN OBJECT STORAGE

In this section, we categorize executions into three types.

For each type, we analyze its characteristics and challenges.

The core idea of the provenance-based solution for each type

is also briefly described.

In general, an I/O prediction system is based on the stable

repetitive pattern hidden inside applications. For example, an

application under development may be modified a little each

time and run on the same dataset to check the correctness.

Or, a frequently used scientific application may be supplied

with different datasets, in order to generate new results and

understandings. And statistically, applications prefer to access

the “hot” datasets (locality). Based on these real-world sce-

narios, we divide executions into three categories, which are

incrementally more difficult to predict:

1) An application runs on the same input dataset repet-

itively. In practice, scientists or developers commonly

rerun their applications on the same dataset, changing

the algorithm slightly without changing the I/O access

pattern, in order to check the correctness and efficiency

of different models.

2) An application runs on different input datasets each

time. This situation happens when a mature scientific

application or code is used. Each time, the application

is run with new inputs for generating new results.

3) An application runs for the first time or changes its

normal execution pattern. This situation happens rarely

compared with the previous two cases.

In the first scenario, if the application repeats its I/O opera-

tions in nearly the same way, we can safely predict the future

I/O operations based on its history. But, the challenge is how

to determine whether the current execution will repeat some

existing executions before actually running it. This turns out to

answer the question: Is there any existing execution similar to

the current execution considering the I/O behavior? To solve

this problem, most existing prediction systems either require

users to provide hints to describe the similarity between

executions or to calculate a similarity from semantic attributes,

such as file names, paths, or access mode etc [15], [16]. Both

strategies have limitations. First, requiring user hints places an

unnecessary burden on the developers. Second, the calculation

of a similarity based on simple attributes is highly limited

by user behavior: users can place irrelevant files in the same

directories with a similar name, a situation that predictors

cannot identify. Also similar applications can be placed in

irrelevant directories with distinct names. In this research, we

propose a general and accurate way to find similar executions

by analyzing the provenance data. The core idea is to define

the distance function among different executions based on the

collected provenance information, then train different parame-

ters of the distance function according to history I/O behaviors.

We describe the algorithm in Section IV-A.

In the second scenario, repeated executions access new

data objects each time. Since repeated executions share the

same application, they usually follow same access patterns,

which can be leveraged for prediction. Many I/O prediction

studies based on file-based storage follow this idea by de-

tecting sequential access patterns inside a file [23]. However,

this strategy does not work well in object storage systems

because there are no files to provide the sequential order of

data streams. In our research, instead of focusing on finding

internal patterns, we identify possible input collections by

automatically determining the data dependence between dif-

ferent applications from the provenance information. This data

dependence is common because many scientific applications

are arranged as a complex workflow and all the applications

in it are dependent. We describe the details in Section IV-B.

The last category contains those applications that have never

run before or that change access patterns. Predicting their

behaviors is difficult due to the lack of history information.

To generate predictions for them, we inherit the work done by

Griffioen et. al. [10]. The core idea is building a probability

graph for all the existing data objects according to the prove-

nance information. We can then query this graph and return

the neighbors of current accessed data objects. This is not the

main focus of this research and only provides a performance

baseline, so we only briefly describe the procedure of building

such a graph in Section IV-C.

III. PROVENANCE DEFINITION AND COLLECTION

The provenance definition used in this research follows

the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [24], which has been

standardized as a general and formal definition of provenance.

OPM comprises three basic entities: the Artifact, Process,

and Agent, and the different relationships between them.

The Artifact means the immutable piece of state. Typical



examples include files, databases, and computers etc. The

Process represents an action or series of actions performed on

or caused by artifacts and resulting in new artifacts. The Agent

means the contextual entity acting as a catalyst of a process,

enabling, facilitating, controlling, or affecting its execution. In

this research, we follow the OPM model as follows:

First, we abstract five basic entities: User, Job, Process,

Data Object, and Executable File. Each of them belongs to

one of the three OPM entities: for example, User indicates

the Agent entity and Executable File belongs to Artifact.

The User corresponds to the system users. The Job and

Process indicate different executions. A job may contain

multiple processes; for example, in MPI programs, each rank

indicates a process, and an MPI execution (job) may contain

thousands of ranks (processes). In later sections, we usually

use Execution to describe the job or process for simplicity.

The Data Object and Executable File are both users’ data; but

data objects represent the input/output datasets of applications,

and executable files are used to start jobs by users. The

executable files are also called Applications in later sections.

A provenance collector working under our algorithm should

provide provenance for these five basic entities. Users also can

add their own entities to enrich it.

Based on these entities, we define five basic relations that

need to be captured as provenance:

• Run/RunBy indicates the relation between users and jobs.

A user runs a job, and a job is run by a specific user.

• Exe/ExedBy shows the relation between jobs and exe-

cutable files. A job is always issued based on an exe-

cutable file with parameters. These parameters usually

are also collected as provenance.

• Contain/BelongTo indicates the relation between jobs and

processes. A job could contain multiple processes, and

each process belongs to one job.

• Read/ReadBy represents the relation between jobs and

data objects. The job reads the data object during execu-

tion.

• Write/WrittenBy represents the relation between jobs and

data objects. The job writes the data object during exe-

cution.

In Fig. 1, we show an example of the provenance graph

based on the entities and relations defined. In this example,

there are two users with three different jobs. Among them, Job

1 and Job 2 execute the same executable file and read the same

two data objects but write into different data objects. Note that

although we have defined these five basic entities and their re-

lations, they are not the only provenance information we could

cover. For example, each Job entity could have parameters, and

each Executable File could have provenance information that

describes how this executable file is generated.

Although there are several provenance solutions for sci-

entific workflow systems [25], [26], a generic provenance

collection tool in high-performance computing is still on the

wish list. The main challenge comes from the complexity of

collecting provenance from different system components in

HPC systems with affordable performance penalty. In reality,
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Fig. 1. Provenance graph example

we can narrow down the provenance scope and make it

possible to capture the sufficient information we need.

One possible way of collecting the provenance about

the entities and their relations described in this section is

to insert the data collection stubs into different layers of

the HPC software stack, for example, the job scheduler

(for Run/RunBy relations), runtime libraries (for Exe/ExeBy

and Contain/BelongTo relations), and storage libraries (for

Read/ReadBy and Write/WrittenBy relations). In this research,

instead of modifying the current infrastructure, we use the log

traces generated while applications are running, in order to

extract needed provenance information. Specifically, we use

the Darshan trace [27] in this research. The reason for choos-

ing Darshan is twofold. First, the Darshan trace is generated

transparently without any modification to applications. Second,

Darshan obtains a great performance by eliminating some of

the detailed provenance. However, it still provides enough

information to build a basic provenance graph, as Fig. 1 shows.

IV. PREDICTION ALGORITHM

Before predicting the I/O behaviors of current executions,

we assume that the systems already collect history provenance

and generate the provenance graph as Fig. 1 shows. So, based

on our previous analysis, the entire prediction procedure can

be expressed in Fig. 2: each time a new application starts,

the prediction system will be fed with extra information

including the user, executable file, and parameters etc. With

this information, it will first try to find the similar executions

in existing provenance graph which will give an accurate

prediction. This case indicates the first category described

in Section II. If there is not any existing similar execution,

we will try to find the dependent application for the current

application as the second scenario. If found, the prediction

system will simply predict the possible future data object

collections. If not, we will fall into the third category which

contains all the remaining executions. In this scenario, the

prediction system will wait for the data access requests and

return the possible objects based on the probability graph of

visited objects (VisitedGraph).
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As Fig. 2 shows, we will be able to predict the future data

objects collection for most of the applications. These results

are coarse-grained and useful in many situations. For example,

we can preload these predicated objects into burst buffer or

I/O forwarding layers to accelerate applications.

In the following three subsections, we will introduce dif-

ferent components and algorithms for these three different

categories: the execution classification algorithm that calcu-

lates the similarity of executions, the object collection builder

that creates the future object collection prediction, and the

probability graph builder algorithm.

A. Find Similar Executions

In an I/O prediction system, the similarity of executions

is defined as the similarity of their I/O behaviors. However,

one can not know and compare the I/O behaviors among

different executions before they actually finish the execution.

The context-aware semantic analysis approach has been proven

effective in previous works [15], [16]. The basic idea is that

the similar attributes of files usually indicate the same I/O

behavior. Compared with them, we argue that the provenances

are more accurate than traditional semantics, simply because

the provenance not only contains the semantics, such as the

name, path, user, and pid etc., but also contains information

including execution parameters and real data access patterns,

which can be used to check how the execution was issued and

behaved.

In this research, we analyze the provenances of executions

to find the similar executions. The procedure includes several

steps. First, we define a distance function between different

executions. The distance function contains a number of weight

parameters for each factor (described later). Then, the real

data access pattern is used to train these weight parameters.

The training strategy is based on semi-supervised classification

algorithm. With these trained parameters, we can calculate

the real distance between existing executions and the new

execution. If the smallest distance is less than a threshold,

the existing execution is considered as the similar one. We

describe these steps in detail below.
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Fig. 3. Job-centric provenance graph.

1) Distance Function: Figure 3 shows an example of a job-

centric provenance graph. Each job entity also can be refered

to an execution. We represent the params and config files as

dashed circles and edges because they are not the basic entities

and relations from our provenance definition. However, this

extra information can be easily collected and presented as a

part of the provenance during the calculation. There are also

ts (timestamp) entities for each of these executions. They keep

an order of all executions to make sure we can distinguish any

two executions, since they will have different ts.

We first define provenance vector (PVnodei ) for each

execution. This vector contains all the relations connected with

it except the Read/ReadBy and Write/WrittenBy relations.

PVni
= [nj | nj ∈ neighbors(ni) ∧ nj /∈ Read/Write]

Based on the provenance vector, we define the distance

function Distance(ni, nj) as Equation 1 shows. It is calcu-

lated based on the distance of their provenance vectors.

Distance(ni, nj) = ProvDist(PVni
, PVnj

); (1)

ProvDist(ei, ej) =

{
∑

Wr ∗ 1 if ei.f 6= ej .f
0 if ei.f = ej .f

The distance of two provenance vectors (ProvDist(ei, ej))
contains the differences of all provenance fields (each field

means a different relation). Each difference in the fields

contributes a ‘1’ in the distance score. For example, if the

Users of two executions are different, then we get a “1”

to denote this difference. A weight (Wr) is introduced to

represent the importance of each provenance relation in calcu-

lating the distance of two executions. Wr is also the training

target of our semi-supervised algorithm. Each executable file



should have its own Wr, since different applications may be

sensitive to different provenance fields. For example, for some

applications, a different user can change its I/O behavior; but

for others, only the parameters will change the I/O behaviors.

2) Classification Algorithm: With the distance function,

now we can measure the distance between any two exe-

cutions to find their similarity. However, the large number

of executions makes this approach not practical. In fact, as

an optimization, we only need to calculate distance between

executions from the same executable files (application) as they

are the ones that are expected to have the simliar I/O behaviors.

The target of the classification algorithm becomes to classify

all executions of the same application into different groups,

so that all the executions belonging to the same group share

similar I/O behavior. For example, as Fig. 3 shows, Job 1 and

Job 3 should belong to the same group, and Job 2 should have

its own group.

Two restrictions make this challenging. First, the group

number is not fixed: the algorithm should add or remove

groups accordingly. Second, the weights in distance function

are not fixed: they should be adjusted by the real data

access pattern. These challenges lead us to train the weight

parameters in a semi-supervised way.

The training algorithm works as Alg. 1 shows. First, we

define io thr as the maximal I/O distance. If two executions

have the same I/O behavior, then their I/O distance should be

smaller than io thr. Second, we define (thr) as the maximal

provenance distance. If executions are classified into the same

group, they should have a smaller provenance distance than

thr. Moreover, we defined two learn factors (positive learn

factor and negative learn factor) as the minimal adjustment on

the weights each time.

During training, the Train function will first call

min io diff(groups, Exe) to find the nearest group and the

minimal distance based on the real I/O behavior. If the minimal

I/O distance is less than io thr, then we know that this new

execution should belong to the same group (g). Based on

existing weights (Wr[app]), we can calculate the provenance

distance using ProvDist() function. If the provenance distance

is larger than thr, we need to decrease the parameters weights

to reduce the distance until the distance is smaller than thr.

If the actual I/O distance is larger than io thr, then this

execution has a distinct I/O behavior and should be placed

into a new group. After creating a new group, we need

to adjust the Wr[app] by increasing the weights to make

sure all other groups are far from current executions. The

adjusting is simple: in adjust increase(Wr[app]) we add a

small constant to the weight of each different relations, and in

adjust decrease(Wr[app]) we reduce a small constant to the

weight of each different relations.

Before predicting the I/O behaviors, we use the existing

provenance to train all the weights for each application (ex-

ecutable file) offline. So, when a new execution comes and

needs to predict, we will check whether it is based on an

existing application. If yes, find out the group that has the

smallest provenance distance with this execution. If there is

Algorithm 1 Semi-supervised Classification Algorithm

1: procedure TRAIN(Exe)

2: app = get app of execution(Exe)

3: groups = get groups of app(app);

4: (diff, g) = min io diff(groups, Exe);

5: if diff ≤ io thr then

6: while ProvDist(g, Exe) ≥ thr do

7: adjust decrease(Wr[app]);
8: end while

9: else

10: gn = create new group(groups, Exe);

11: for all group except gn do

12: while ProvDist(group, Exe) < thr do

13: adjust increase(Wr[app]);
14: end while

15: end for

16: end if

17: end procedure

any, the read behaviors of this group are returned as the

prediction. If no such group exists, we move to next phase,

which is trying to build the object collections based on the

dependency between applications.

3) Complexity Control: Since classification algorithm needs

to run on all the history logs, efficiency is critical. Gener-

ally, the time complexity of the classification algorithm is

O(K ∗ n ∗ tdist), where K equals the number of groups

and n denotes the execution numbers. The group number

(K) indicates the number of distinct execution behaviors

from the same executable files (applications). It would not

be large in a real-world environment. Besides, the executions

number (n) can be easily reduced by choosing one execution

from an execution group to represent the group instead of

calculating distances for all the existing executions. The main

complexity comes from tdist, which represents the calculation

time of distance function on two executions, determined by the

number of provenance records involved in this calculation.

In general, the records collected from provenance collection

tools can be too large to be calculated. For example, the

am-utils PASS trace, which was collected using the PASSv2

research kernel [17] in real applications [28], contains around

40k provenance records for processes and thousands of prove-

nance records for files. All these records are collected while

building one middle-sized, open-source software.

Clearly, we need to reduce the provenance records number

to control the complexity. Because these provenance records

are used only to identify the possible I/O behavior difference,

most of them are actually useless. In the proposed prediction

definition, we eliminate the provenance records about system-

level tools, libraries, and their parents. Doing so significantly

reduces the provenance records number. We test the computa-

tion time of the classification algorithm running on different

record sizes using the am-utils PASS trace, as Table I shows.

We observe that the compression significantly reduces the



execution time of the classification algorithm and makes it

possible in real-world deployment.

TABLE I
TIME SPENT OF CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM

Compress Levels (Provenance Records) Execution Time

Original Provenance (≈40K) 1150 ms

Remove System Provenance (≈10K) 277 ms

Remove Duplication (≈5K) 107 ms

Compress Files (≈100) 7 ms

B. Build Objects Collection

As Fig. 2 shows, for those executions that repeat existing

executable files (application) but can not be classified into any

existing groups (category 2), we will predict their possible

future data objects collection instead of an accurate data access

sequence. In practice, if we run the same applications with

different inputs, it is likely that we are processing some

data newly generated. This simple fact leads to a possible

prediction: other applications running in the system generated

the data that the current run may access. This situation happens

often, especially in a workflow system. Each time a new

workflow is started on an initial dataset, each job except

the first one, will read data generated from its ancestor. In

this research, we try to identify these dependent jobs inside

workflow to predict input data objects for an execution.

We call one application appr is the pair application of

another application appw when appr reads most of the outputs

of appw. Note that the application discussed here is the

Executable File in the provenance definition. Knowing two

applications are paired, the new execution of appr has a

high possibility of reading the data generated by the most

recent execution of appw. Then, we can build the future object

collections of the read application based on the outputs of the

other application.

1 2
... n

...Possible Objects

Collections

exe1

... 1' 2'
2''

exe2 exe3

exe4
exe5

exe6

Executable 

File(app) 1

Executable 

File(app) 2

Fig. 4. Build an automatic object collection

Figure 4 demonstrates an example of paired applications

(we use Executable File to denote different applications in this

figure). The ancestor and descendant relationships between the

executions and data objects were collected from provenance.

From this example, one can easily see that app1 and app2 are

paired as they share the same objects except that app1 reads

them and app2 creates/writes them. In such pattern, although

each time app1 reads a new dataset, we can still predict an

accurate objects collection.

The algorithm works on historical logs to identify this

pattern. For each application, we first obtain both its output

objects list and its input objects list. Each time the application

executes to read or write data objects, we will added those

I/O behaviors into its input/output objects list. After that, if

the execution currently is reading a data object (DOi), we

further find out the applications that have written into the same

data object by traveling back through the WrittenBy relation of

DOi. Then, we are able to calculate the overlap ratio between

them as follows:

OverlapRatio(appr, appw) =
|inputs(appr) ∩ outputs(appw)|

|outputs(appw)|

The overlap ratio denotes the percentage of data objects that

are read by appr from all the outputs of appw. A higher ratio

shows a higher possibility that appr is dependent on appw
and provides a more accurate prediction for possible object

collection. We will discuss this in the later evaluation section.

C. Build VisitedGraph

For the executions that are left, we predict their behaviors

based on the probability graph generated from the existing

provenance information. As Fig. 3 has shown, each execution

will access a number of data objects. We consider that the data

objects visited by the same execution are related and add an

edge between these two data objects to build the VisitedGraph.

Job 1 Job 2Job 3

Data 

Object 1

Data 

Object 2

Data 

Object 3

Data 

Object 4

Data 

Object 5
w=1+1/3

w=1/3

w=1/3

Fig. 5. An example of visited probability graph

Figure 5 shows an example of the visited probability graph

generated from the provenance. The blue dashed lines rep-

resent the read operations on the data objects from different

jobs. If two data objects were read by the same job (also

refered as execution), we will connect them with a solid line.

For example, there is a line between Data Object 1(DO1) and

Data Object 2(DO2) because they are both visited by Job 1

and Job 2. Each edge also has a weight, which denotes the

probability of visiting these two data objects in one execution.

Assume an execution visits k data objects; then there will be

k(k− 1)/2 edges between any two data objects. We consider



that each execution provides a constant weight 1, so each edge

created from this execution will share the same amount of

weight: 2
k(k−1) . If an edge already exists, the new weight will

still be added on the old value. In Fig. 5, the edge between

DO1 and DO2 has a weight 4/3, and the edge between DO2

and DO3 has a weight 1/3.

The component of prediction by VisitGraph is straightfor-

wards. It is based on this probability graph: whenever a data

object access request arrives, we check whether it has edges

belongs to the visitedGraph. If yes, we return all its neighbors

whose weights are larger than a predefined threshold.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation results of the

proposed object store prediction system from two aspects.

First, we present the results of several microbenchmarks tested

for different components of our prediction system to evaluate

the accuracy and effectiveness. Second, we present the overall

accuracy and the results of the prediction on real data traces.

A. Methodology

Evaluating of proposed system is challenging. Although

the object storage and provenance system have been widely

studied, there are still no production-level storage systems with

both object store and provenance support in HPC environment.

In this research, we evaluate the system, especially the core

algorithms, based on the emulations from several open data

traces described below.

1) Darshan Data Trace: As we have discussed in the

provenance collection section, Darshan [27] trace already col-

lects many useful provenance information. In the evaluation,

we used the Darshan trace data collected from a current

leadership supercomputer : Intrepid [29] to verify our proposed

algorithms. Specifically, the trace data includes all the real

applications running in the October of 2013 [30] in Intrepid.

During that period, around 200 different applications were

running on the Intrepid supercomputer, and these applications

total executed more than 13K times. The Darshan trace, how-

ever, contains only file statistics, since Darshan is developed

for file-based storage systems. We conducted preprocessing

on the Darshan trace and map each file as an object in our

evaluations.

2) Workflow Provenance Data Trace: In addition to eval-

uate with the Darshan trace, we also used the Gigabyte

Synthetic Database (GSD) as another evaluation trace. It is a

noisy data collection generated using the Workflow Emulator

Tool (WORKEM [31]) with a number of scientific workflows.

These workflow provenance provide a good scenario to check

the correctness of proposed object collection building algo-

rithm. To unify the way of collecting provenance, we translate

the GSD data trace (XML format) into the Darshan formation.

The GSD includes six workflows: LEAD NAM, SCOOP

ADCIRC, NCFS, Gene2Life, Animation, and MotifNetwork.

Table II shows the detailed workflow structure. These work-

flows are pseudo-realistic in the sense that they are mod-

eled after real-life workflows using the WORKEMs task

TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF WORKFLOW STRUCTURE

Name Number of Nodes Number of Edges

LEAD NAM 6 11

NCFS 7 19

SCOOP 6 10

Gene2Life 8 15

Animation 22 42

Motif 138 275

state model. LEAD NAM, SCOOP, and NCFS are weather

and ocean-modeling workflows; Gene2Life and MOTIF are

bioinformatics and biomedical workflows; and the Animation

workflow carries out computer animation rendering. From

this data trace, we were able to evaluate the accuracy and

performance of object collection builder.

B. Evaluations of Classification

In our first set of tests, we applied the classification

algorithm to Darshan data traces in order to evaluate the

correctness of the classification algorithm. We first trained

the parameters based on the Darshan trace data collected

in September 2013 and then predicted all the executions in

October 2013.

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION EVALUATION ON DARSHAN TRACE

Total Exes Repeated Accuracy Coverage

13491 12967 12930 (99.7%) 96%

Repeated(Less) Accuracy Coverage

1079 216 179 (82.8%) 20%

In this evaluation, we consider both the accuracy and cover-

age of the predictions. The accuracy indicates the percentage

of executions whose I/O behavior followed the predictions.

The coverage shows how many executions we can make

predictions from our algorithm. As Table III shows, for all

the executions, the accuracy of our prediction is around 99%.

The result is impressive considering that the predictions were

for almost 96% (12967/13491) of all the executions. The

reason for such a high accuracy is that one executable file

was repeated more than 12K times in that month, all having

the similar I/O behavior. If we eliminated these executions,

we still achieved a 82.8% accuracy and 20% coverage, as the

second row shows. In this experiment, the thr was set as 0.3,

and the positive and negative learning speed was 0.25 and 0.05

respectively. We consider that two executions have the same

I/O behaviors if the data objects accessed have less than 20%

difference.

We note that Darshan currently collects only a small number

of relations (user, start time, nprocs, and several metadata

fields), and hence the results should be considered as pre-

liminary. However, even with the limited provenance, current

results still show an impressive accuracy and coverage of the

proposed object store prediction scheme.



C. Object Collection Builder Evaluations

In the next set of tests, we evaluated the workflow-level

provenance data trace called Gigabyte Synthetic Database

(GSD) described before. This trace contains repetitive ex-

ecutions of six well-known scientific workflows. Each of

these workflows contains a fixed dependence among all the

application nodes. Our target is to find all the dependent

application nodes inside a workflow as paired executions. Fig-

ure 6 shows the evaluation results. The x-axis shows different

workflows, and the y-axis shows the ratio of paired executions

we identified. The result shows that for all these workflows,

the object collection builder is able to reveal accurate paired

executions.
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In addition to testing on the GSD workflow provenance, we

also evaluated the algorithm on Darshan data trace, which does

not contain explicit workflow dependence between different

applications. Suprisingly, we find that most of the executions in

the Darshan trace are dependent on themselves by repeatedly

reading their own outputs. Figure 7 shows the distribution

of these repetitive applications: x-axis denotes the range of

repetitive times and the left y-axis bar shows the number of

applications (executable files) falling into each category. For

example, around 70 applications are repeated 2 to 10 times to
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Fig. 8. Paired Executions in Darshan trace data and their overlap ratios

itself. The right y-axis bar indicates the number of executions

(not applications) falling into each category. For example, most

executions (95.2%) are actually repeating more than 20 times,

and executions that happen only once contribute merely 0.1%.

In Fig. 8, we further show 29 typical repetitive applications

that read their own previous outputs. For each application,

we calculated the overlap ratio defined in Section IV-B. As

we can observe, most of these executions have a high ratio,

and some of them are even close to 1. The throverlap is an

important parameter in the object collection builder. In Fig. 9,

we show how different thresholds (from 0.1 to 1.0) affect the

paired executions numbers in the Darshan data trace. Based

on this chart, we chose 0.6 as the throverlap in our prediction

algorithm, which means that at least 60% of one execution’s

outputs will be read by its paired execution.
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D. Overall Prediction Performance

To evaluate the overall prediction performance, we deploy

the algorithms on all the executions of the Darshan trace

online. All these logs were ordered, and objects accesses were

predicted for each read operation. Fig. 10 shows the prediction

accuracy for three typical applications in the Darshan trace.

The x-axis denotes the whole lifetime of an execution, and we

normalized them based on the shortest one. In Fig. 10, apptype

1 denotes similar executions that run on changing datasets,



and they were changed by other executions. As the chart

shows, our prediction system achieve more and more accurate

predictions as time goes by. The apptype 2 shows applications

that read new inputs. Being different from apptype 1, these

new inputs were not generated by other executions. We can

observe that the accuracy was initially high, but was gradually

reduced. The reason is that there is no enough information to

predict these completely new inputs. The apptype 3 is the most

repetitive application. As we can observe, it achieved a nearly

constant prediction accuracy (80%).
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a provenance-based object

storage access prediction scheme for scientific big data ap-

plications in high-performance computing. It is the first time

provenance information of applications and data objects has

been used to make predictions in an object store. The founda-

tion of this research work relies on reasonable assumptions and

simplifications that we have made on object storage systems.

During designing and prototyping the proposed prediction sys-

tem, we introduced two new algorithms based on provenance

analysis to classify the executions into different groups and

build objects collection for an execution. Due to the limitation

of existing object storage systems, we provided emulation-

based evaluations based on different sets of data traces to

show the accuracy and effectiveness of our algorithms. The

preliminary results show that the new prediction system is

accurate and efficient. We believe that this general object I/O

predictions could be widely used in prefetching, prestaging,

and data reorganization for scientific big data applications in

high-performance computing.
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